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Renata Amorim has more than a decade of experience in venture capital, M&A
and private equity transactions, providing fundraising and investment advice to
companies and investors at all levels of maturity, from early investment rounds
to a potential sale transaction. Renata additionally supports large corporations in
corporate venturing initiatives and in the organization of vehicles to invest in
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startups.
Renata is experienced in business reorganization, including consolidation, spinoffs, mergers and
drop-downs, as well as in asset sale transactions, joint ventures, consortia, associations,
foundations, partnerships and other investment vehicles. She additionally assists in the drafting
and negotiating of business contracts.

DLA Piper and Campos Mello Advogados (CMA) are separate and independent law firms, which
work in cooperation with one another. Partners of DLA Piper are not partners of CMA; and CMA
partners are not partners of DLA Piper.
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Prior Experience
Before joining the firm, Renata worked in the legal department of a Brazilian multinational corporation in the metals and mining industry,
where she assisted in M&A transactions, strategic investments, corporate governance and capital markets. She later practiced at a
major Brazilian law firm, where she focused on corporate matters and M&A transactions.
Her client portfolio includes Brazilian and international companies in various industries including education, healthcare, technology,
banking and financial services.

Recognitions
The Legal 500 Latin America
2022 - Next Generation Partner, Brazil Corporate and M&A

Education
Specialization in Corporate Venturing, Global Corporate Venturing Institute 2021
Specialization in Venture Capital and Innovation, Getulio Vargas Foundation 2020
Mentor, Massachusetts Institute of Technology Solve Solution Global Innovation Challenge 2020
Post-Graduate Degree, Corporate Law and Capital Markets, Fundação Getulio Vargas 2011
B.A., Law, Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro 2009

Memberships
Brazilian Bar Association (OAB), Rio de Janeiro Chapter

INSIGHTS

Publications
Author, "The Private Equity Review, Chapter 3, Brazil," Law Business Research, Fifth Edition, 2016
Author, "The Private Equity Review, Chapter 2, Brazil," Law Business Research, Fourth Edition, 2015

NEWS
DLA Piper announces partnership promotions for 2022
28 April 2022
DLA Piper is proud to announce that 74 lawyers have been promoted to its partnership. The promotions are effective as of April 1 2022
in the United States and May 1 2022 for EMEA and Asia Pacific. Promotions have been made across all of the firm's practice areas,
spanning 38 offices in 21 countries.
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